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Abstract This article focuses on the effects of operational differences in case ascertainment on estimates of
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prevalence and incidence of cognitive impairment and/or dementia of the Alzheimer type. Experience
and insights are discussed by investigators from the Framingham Heart Study, the East Boston Senior
Health Project, the Chicago Health and Aging Project, theMayo Clinic Study of Aging, the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging, and the Aging, Demographics, and Memory Study. There is a general
consensus that the single most important factor determining prevalence estimates of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD) is the severity of cognitive impairment used as a threshold to define cases. Studies that re-
quire a level of cognitive impairment in which persons are unable to provide self-care will have much
lower estimates than the studies aimed at identifying persons in the earliest stages of AD. There are
limited autopsy data from the aforementioned epidemiological studies to address accuracy in the di-
agnosis of etiological subtype, namely the specification of AD alone or in combination with other
types of pathology. However, other community-based cohort studies show that many persons with
mild cognitive impairment and also some persons without dementia or mild cognitive impairment
meet pathological criteria for AD, thereby suggesting that the number of persons who would benefit
from an effective secondary prevention intervention is probably higher than the published prevalence
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estimates. Improved accuracy in the clinical diagnosis of AD is anticipated with the addition of mo-
lecular and structural biomarkers in the next generation of epidemiological studies.
� 2011 The Alzheimer’s Association. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The U.S. national prevalence estimates of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) have been produced using extrapolations
from individual community-based studies and from combi-
nations of them. They have also been obtained from a nation-
wide, cross-sectional study that relied on probability
sampling to select individuals for inclusion. Regardless of
the methodology, extrapolation, or probability sampling,
the prevalence depends in large part on how cases are oper-
ationally defined. In a separate article in this journal issue,
four sets of national prevalence estimates have been consid-
ered [1].

This article focuses on the diagnostic criteria used in the
projects that were the basis for those prevalence estimates.
Seshadri, Beiser, Au, and Wolf describe the diagnostic ap-
proach used in the Framingham Heart Study (FHS). Evans
and Wilson describe the approach used in the East Boston
Senior Health Project (EBSHP) and the Chicago Health
and Aging Project (CHAP); both projects had similar
case-finding strategies. Petersen, Knopman, and Rocca
emphasize the threshold issue in diagnosis and provide an
illustration using data from the Mayo Clinic Study of Aging
(MCSA). Kawas and Corrada discuss their diagnostic expe-
rience with the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging
(BLSA) and provide a brief historic perspective on diagnos-
ing dementia and AD in the Bronx Aging Study (BAS), the
BLSA, and the 901 Study. Plassman and Langa provide the
operationalized diagnostic criteria for the Aging, Demo-
graphics, and Memory Study (ADAMS). Finally, in the Dis-
cussion section, Chui provide a synthesis of this material and
some perspective.
2. Prevalence of AD in the FHS: Influence of evolving
diagnostic criteria

The FHS, which began in 1948 as a prospective study of
a community to identify risk factors for cardiovascular dis-
ease, has since grown into a three-generational study [2].
In 1976, a battery of neuropsychological (NP) tests was ad-
ministered to the Original (generation [Gen] 1) cohort. This
battery was a collection of tests designed by Edith Kaplan,
Martin Albert, and Harold Goodglass to characterize base-
line cognitive function in FHS participants [3]. The Folstein
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) has been adminis-
tered since 1981 to allow for ongoing surveillance of cogni-
tive status [4]. On the basis of these tests, a dementia-free
cohort of 3349 subjects was established and has been
followed up to the present. In 1971, offspring of subjects
in the Original cohort and spouses of these offspring were
enrolled into an Offspring (Gen 2) cohort, and in 1990, a di-
verse, multiethnic Omni cohort was added [5]. The
dementia-free cohort for the Gen 2 was established in
1979 and had 4460 subjects. The Omni cohort was deter-
mined to be dementia-free at the time of study entry. These
Gen 2 and Omni participants were added to the surveillance
protocol for incident dementia.

Following referrals from FHS’s core and ancillary studies
and surveillance of performance on theMMSE, subjects sus-
pected of cognitive impairment are evaluated by FHS physi-
cians (neurologists and geriatricians), undergo NP testing,
and are reviewed to determine whether the criteria for de-
mentia are fulfilled. At this evaluation, dates of onset (earli-
est symptoms) and diagnosis (earliest date when diagnostic
criteria are met), dates of transition in disease severity
(mild to moderate to severe), dementia diagnosis, and sub-
type are designated. Over the years, cognitive status has
been systematically tracked before and after the diagnosis
of dementia, permitting fairly accurate ascertainment of
the temporal evolution of cognitive impairment. As a corol-
lary, greater precision is now possible in documenting the
entire period of cognitive normality in each participant,
thereby increasing person-years of follow-up and leading
to more accurate lifetime risk estimates [6–11]. Recently,
available data on all subjects were re-reviewed using infor-
mation collected regularly from the following sources:
FHS’s core and ancillary examinations and health history
updates; clinic, home, and nursing home assessments by
the neurology and neuropsychology team; family inter-
views; records from medical contacts and nursing homes;
and, when available, detailed brain autopsy findings gath-
ered by the neuropathologist.

Initially only subjects with moderate or severe dementia
had been included as dementia “cases,” but this has now
been expanded to include persons with mild dementia (all
persons with a Clinical Dementia Rating score of 1 and
some persons with a Clinical Dementia Rating score of
0.5) [12]. Lowering the functional threshold has increased
the prevalence of dementia. For example, in the Gen 1 co-
hort, over the same study period between 1975 and 2008,
470 persons were recognized as developing incident demen-
tia when case definition was restricted to persons who devel-
oped dementia of at least moderate severity, but this number
increased to 504 persons when persons with mild dementia
were included (Table 1). Thus, the age-specific prevalence
of all-cause dementia at age 75 years almost doubled



Table 1

Framingham Heart Study: Effect of varying severity of symptoms required to identify participant as having clinical dementia, and of varying intensity of

tracking on the number of persons identified as “cases,” and number censored for inadequate information

Period of

follow-up

Outcome

criterion used

Severity required to

make a diagnosis of

clinical dementia

Total size of

cohort at risk

Number of persons

identified as

dementia cases

Number of persons

censored* before end

of study period

Number of persons

who dies free of

dementia

1975–1985 Time to onset Moderate1 2391 102 Data not obtained Data not obtained

1975–1995 Age at onset Moderate1 2560 198 1347 1015

1975–2008 Age at diagnosis Moderate1 2950 470 390 2090

Mild1 2930 504 467 1960

1999–2004 Cross-sectional Mild cognitive

impairment

2778 630y –y –y

* Persons were censored if they developed dementia because of an alternate cause or their cognitive status was unknown at the end of the study period.
y For these analyses, the presence or absence of mild cognitive impairment was defined using only objective performance criteria based on scores obtained at

the first neuropsychological test administered to each participant between 1999 and 2004; persons with a score �1.5 standard deviations below age-, gender-,

and education-based norms were defined as having mild cognitive impairment.
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between 1990 and 2005 (from 1.1% to 1.9%), and increased
by approximately 25.0% even at 100 years of age (44.4%–
57.4%) using the revised threshold of mild dementia
(Fig. 1). The 25-year and 40-year cumulative risks of inci-
dent dementia for 65-year-old persons, when estimated with-
out reference to mortality because of competing causes,
increased from 12.2% to 20.9%, and from 62.3% to
66.6%, respectively, when persons with mild dementia
were included in estimates that had previously been based
only on persons with moderate to severe dementia (Table
2). The corresponding residual lifetime risks adjusted for al-
ternative cause mortality and hence reflecting the actual risk
experience of the population also rose from 8.7% to 11.1%
over a 25-year follow-up period, and 13.5% to 15.3% over
a 40-year period (Table 2).
Fig. 1. Comparing varying estimates of the prevalence of dementia based

on requiring different levels of severity (mild or moderate) to diagnose clin-

ical dementia: Persons aged �65 years from the Framingham Heart Study

cohorts: 1990 to 2008. (Note: this is not a point or a period prevalence,

but a prevalence estimated by assigning each cohort member a status as de-

mented or not on the day he or she turned a given age [indicated on the x-

axis.]). For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.
With the evolution of diagnostic criteria for dementia and
increasing interest in milder dementia and mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), all cognitive and neurological data
have been reassessed and current criteria applied. All indi-
viduals identified as having dementia satisfy Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV crite-
ria [13]. Persons categorized as AD are required to meet Na-
tional Institute of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS)-Alzheimer’s Disease and
Related Disorders Association (ADRDA) criteria
(NINCDS-ADRDA criteria) for possible, probable, or defi-
nite AD [14]. The diagnosis of vascular dementia (VaD) is
made on the basis of Alzheimer’s Disease Diagnostic and
Treatment Centers criteria [15] and National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)-Association
Internationale pour la Recherch�e et l’Enseignement en Neu-
rosciences criteria [16], but the presence of VaD does not
disqualify a participant from obtaining a concomitant diag-
nosis of AD if indicated. Diagnostic criteria for other types
of dementia, such as Lewy body dementia and frontotempo-
ral dementia, are also carefully specified on the basis of re-
cently published criteria [17,18].
Table 2

Framingham Heart Study: Comparing the 25-year and 40-year cumulative

incidences (unadjusted for alternative cause mortality) and the 25-year and

40-year residual lifetime risks (adjusted for mortality due to competing

causes) of Alzheimer’s dementia in persons who are cognitively intact at age

65 years on the basis of variation in severity required to diagnose clinical

dementia

Period of follow-up 1975–1995 1975–2008

Outcome used Age at onset Age at diagnosis Age at diagnosis

Severity required for

clinical diagnosis

Moderate1 Moderate1 Mild1

Number demented 141 353 388

Cumulative incidence

25 years 14.4 12.2 20.9

40 years 29.9 62.3 66.6

Residual lifetime risk

25 years 8.9 8.7 11.1

40 years 11.8 13.5 15.3
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In the past decade, MCI has emerged as an important con-
cept defining a preclinical or prodromal stage of dementia,
especially AD [19,20]. Detailed serial assessment of
multiple neurocognitive domains and exploration for mild
subjective symptoms can detect a pattern of asymptomatic
or minimally symptomatic changes in performance on
cognitive testing, which have been designated as pre-MCI
andMCI, respectively. DefiningMCI can help identify a pop-
ulation at high risk for developing dementia, especially AD.
Relating risk factors and imaging and circulating biomarkers
toMCI as well as mild AD can increase the ability to identify
novel markers and to predict who progresses to overt clinical
dementia. MCI has been divided into subtypes (amnestic and
nonamnestic, with additional subcategories of single and
multiple domain) that reflect the observed variability in early
cognitive symptoms, including deficits in verbal memory
and/or executive function, domains generally believed to re-
flect AD versus vascular pathology. Deficits in the cognitive
domains of visuospatial memory, verbal learning, and verbal
fluency have also been identified as indicators of impending
clinical dementia [21].

Large epidemiological studies have typically defined
MCI using objective performance criteria on the basis of
quantitative NP test scores; cut-offs have been defined as
�1.5 standard deviations (SD) below age- and gender-
based norms. FHS investigators have used their own
community-based normative data to define possible MCI us-
ing objective psychometric criteria of domain-specific per-
formance below age- and education-specific thresholds
(.1.5 SD below the mean) for the sample (Table 1). On
the basis of cognitive testing undertaken between 1999 and
2004 on all consenting and eligible FHS participants, and af-
ter exclusion of persons with clinical dementia, 630 individ-
uals met criteria for possible MCI (a period prevalence of
22.7%) with 192 individuals having single- or multiple-
domain amnestic MCI (period prevalence of 6.9%).

Simultaneous NP examinations and magnetic resonance
imaging scans enhance the ability to detect incidental or unsus-
pected neurological conditions such as brain tumors, subclin-
ical vascular injury, or multiple sclerosis that could provide an
alternative explanation for the observed NP test results. The
imaging data also help to define the causes in persons diag-
nosed withMCI or dementia. However, the clinical diagnostic
categories have now been extended to include MCI, and the
FHS investigators identify this condition in two ways. In the
initial articles, a purelyobjective psychometricallydetermined
definition ofMCIwas used, sometimes called “possible”MCI
and based on performance on an initial NP examination and
classified into the four widely recognized subtypes [19,20].
However, since 2004 the FHS investigators began ascertaining
clinically defined (or “probable”) MCI by the incorporation
of MCI in the dementia tracking and consensus diagnostic
protocols, which include measures of functional as well as
cognitive impairment.

These unique data may improve the ability to identify
early MCI. Finally, since AD is being increasingly recog-
nized as a life-course disease, FHS investigators are explor-
ing the range of cognitive function among the young adults
in the Gen 3 cohort using more sensitive tests than the
MMSE (the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alz-
heimer’s Disease word list and a modified Stroop test) and
will be able to assess if they can define cognitive profiles
that may be called “Pre-MCI” [21] which track into middle-
and late-adult life.
3. Implementation of criteria for the diagnosis of AD in
the population: Experience with the EBSHP and the
CHAP

How to implement criteria for the diagnosis of AD in the
general population is not intuitively obvious but requires
both conceptual and practical decisions on several key
points. Estimates of AD prevalence from the EBSHP [22]
and estimates of AD incidence from the CHAP [23] are
higher than those reported from many but not all other stud-
ies. To a great extent, the differences result from these con-
ceptual and practical decisions. The relevant issues and the
choices made for the EBSHP and CHAP are briefly summa-
rized in Table 3 and further discussed later in the text. In each
instance, the rationale in the EBSHP and CHAP was to
achieve greater accuracy and validity. However, each of
the choices happened to favor higher rather than lower esti-
mates of AD prevalence.

The spectrum of disease that a study considers clearly af-
fects the prevalence estimates from the study, and some char-
acteristics of AD create challenges. The clinical and
pathological features of AD, similar to those of most com-
mon chronic diseases of aging, typically arise by minute de-
grees over a period. Both clinically and pathologically, the
division between normality and disease is continuous (illus-
trated in Fig. 2A). The characteristics of AD do not form
a distribution that is distinct from that of normality (illus-
trated in Fig. 2B). However, the most generally used ways
to describe the occurrence of AD are categorical and require
that a diagnostic cut-point be placed in the continuum be-
tween normality and disease. Because it is not clear exactly
where this cut-point should be placed, different investigators
and the most skilled clinicians, each using the same diagnos-
tic criteria with intelligence and good judgment, will place
the cut-point differently. Further, mild disease that is diffi-
cult to separate from normality is common. As a result, mi-
nor differences in where the cut-point is placed can strongly
affect the resulting estimates of AD incidence and preva-
lence, as illustrated by Figs. 2C, D.

Thus, variation in AD prevalence estimates is to some ex-
tent unavoidable, inherent to the challenge of attempting to
summarize the frequency of a disease that forms a continuous
distribution with normality using a simple yes/no classifica-
tion scheme. Studies have varied in how they have con-
fronted this challenge. Some studies, wanting to avoid any
doubt that those diagnosed as having AD do indeed suffer
from the disease, have considered only more advanced



Table 3

Key considerations in implementing diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer’s disease in population research: East Boston Senior Health Project and Chicago Health

and Aging Project

Issue EBSHP and CHAP approach Effect of approach on AD

prevalence estimates

Spectrum of disease considered? Wide: mild to severe Higher

Exclusionary criteria: only pure disease? Everyone who met criteria for AD regardless of coexisting disease Higher

Include disease risk factors or consequences in criteria? No risk factors or consequences in criteria Higher

Selection for second-stage clinical evaluation? Stratified random sampling from all strata of performance Higher

Masking of clinical evaluators to first-stage results? Mask Higher

Forced choice or intermediate category? Forced choice Higher

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CHAP, Chicago Health and Aging Project; EBSHP, East Boston Senior Health Project.
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disease. A potential disadvantage of this approach is that
false-negative errors are likely to be increased, thereby arti-
ficially lowering prevalence estimates. The EBSHP and
CHAP attempted to consider the full spectrum of AD from
mild to severe. A potential disadvantage of this approach
is that some normal subjects will be misclassified as having
AD, thereby artificially elevating prevalence estimates. Such
misclassification does not seem to have been a substantial
problem in either study, however, because follow-up of sub-
jects has shown that the majority of those thought to have
AD experienced the progressive cognitive decline character-
istic of the disease [24,25].

A second issue is the extent to which a study restricts its
consideration to “pure disease” in estimating AD prevalence
by excluding those subjects who have other coexisting po-
tential explanations for dementia. Such exclusivity is a fea-
ture of the widely used NINCDS-ADRDA diagnostic
criteria [14]. The clinical diagnosis of probable AD in this
system requires the absence of other disorders that are con-
sidered to be contributing to the progressive deficits in mem-
ory and cognition. A similar criterion must be met for
a diagnosis of dementia of the Alzheimer type in the
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the distribution of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in

in where the cut-point is placed can strongly affect the resulting estimates of AD
DSM-IV criteria [13]. However, exclusive criteria pose
two problems. First, AD prevalence is underestimated be-
cause coexistence of common diseases is not only logically
possible but also highly frequent in the oldest age groups in
which AD occurs most frequently [26,27]. A second,
perhaps greater, issue is that exclusionary criteria assume
that two diseases cannot coexist, thereby making
a diagnosis of another dementing condition to some degree
protective against a diagnosis of AD. For example,
a diagnosis of VaD could prevent a subject from having
a diagnosis of AD. In a study of sufficient size, the risk
factors for the other dementing illness may become
artifactually protective against AD because they occur
more frequently among those with the other dementing
condition.

A third issue is that the risk factors or consequences are
sometimes included in disease criteria. Although this may
seem reasonable, it can lead to major artifacts because doing
so constitutes a self-fulfilling prophecy. The associations of
the included risk factors or consequences with the disease
are determined by the disease definition. Everyone with
the disease has to have that risk factor or consequence, and
a population. A is realistic, B is not. As shown in C and D, minor differences

prevalence.
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an investigator cannot study the association of that risk fac-
tor or consequence with the disease. For example, impaired
activities of daily living or altered patterns of behavior sup-
port a diagnosis of probable AD in the NINCDS-ADRDA
system [14] and DSM-IV requires significant impairment
in social or occupational functioning [13]. Therefore, it is
not surprising that changes in activities of daily living and
behavior will be associated with AD. To avoid these prob-
lems, the EBSHP and CHAP implementation of AD criteria
have used the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria, but with two mod-
ifications. Diagnoses were not mutually exclusive, and no at-
tempt was made to implement the supportive criterion
regarding activities of daily living and patterns of behavior.

Several practical issues concerning study operations also
strongly affect prevalence estimates. One is the method of
selection of subjects for clinical evaluation by expert exam-
iners. Many large-scale studies of AD are conducted in two
stages. At the first stage, brief cognitive function tests are ad-
ministered to all study subjects. Then, on the basis of the re-
sults of these tests, some subjects are selected for detailed
clinical evaluation by skilled examiners. The motivations
are typically cost saving (detailed clinical evaluation is ex-
pensive) and reducing the burden of study participation. In
many studies, only subjects who fail the brief first-stage cog-
nitive tests are evaluated at the second stage or, in addition,
a very small proportion of those not failing the brief tests re-
ceive detailed evaluation. This approach assumes that all or
almost all subjects who have AD will fail this first-stage
screening. A major problem is that the utility of most brief
cognitive tests as a screen for AD in the general population
is typically unknown but very likely far from optimal. The
effects are magnified as the fraction of subjects passing the
first-stage brief test is usually high, typically about 85.0%.
Some studies avoid this problem, either by not using
a first-stage test and administering detailed clinical evalua-
tions to all subjects, or by randomly sampling from all levels
of performance on the brief first-stage cognitive testing for
detailed clinical evaluation. The EBSHP and CHAP adopted
the latter approach, randomly sampling from all strata of
first-stage performance for detailed clinical evaluation. If
EBSHP sampling for detailed clinical evaluation had been
confined to subjects in the worst performance stratum of
first-stage brief cognitive testing, the resulting estimate of
AD prevalence would have been one-half of the actual esti-
mate [28], underscoring the magnitude of the issue.

A related point is that efficient masking or “blinding” of
second-stage clinical evaluators to first-stage cognitive test
results reduces the possibility of second-stage disease crite-
ria being applied differently for those who did well and those
who did badly at the first stage. Although the effects of
masking of second-stage examiners to first-stage informa-
tion on the resulting AD prevalence estimates are unknown,
extensive experience with masking in clinical trials suggests
that the effect may be substantial [29].

Another difficult operational issue is how certain an ex-
aminer has to be to make a diagnosis of AD. Typically,
this issue takes the form of whether clinicians diagnosing
AD must decide whether a subject meets criteria for AD or
is normal, or whether they can use an intermediate category
(“wiggle-room”). Typically, the forced-choice situation pro-
duces somewhat higher estimates of AD prevalence because
more subjects having a high probability of AD, but not com-
plete certainty of the diagnosis, are assigned to the AD cat-
egory. In the situation in which an intermediate category is
available, some such subjects will be assigned to that cate-
gory instead. The issue is often most apparent in situations
in which a large consensus panel of knowledgeable clini-
cians is used, as it is likely that at least one or a few of
them will have some reservation about a diagnosis of AD
in such cases.

In conclusion, the positions taken on several conceptual
and practical issues in a given study substantially affect
the prevalence estimates produced by the study. In the
EBSHP and CHAP, the positions on these issues were care-
fully considered and chosen before the studies were con-
ducted. Each issue was resolved in the direction that best
favored accurate and valid AD prevalence estimates. Al-
though it was not a reason for choosing a position on any
of these issues, each resolution also favored higher AD prev-
alence estimates (Table 3). Meaningful comparison of AD
prevalence estimates across various studies would likely
be enhanced by awareness of these and other issues that in-
fluence the estimates and by specification of how the issues
were treated in each study.
4. Diagnosing AD and dementia: Pre-MCI and now,
thresholds are important (with illustration from the
MCSA)

The prevalence of AD varies among studies for a variety
of reasons. A major reason is the thresholds used to define
the clinical conditions. In earlier studies, there was a sharp
demarcation set between normal cognition and dementia
[7,30]. This was a reasonable approach and led to the
boundary being set at a point on the cognitive continuum
where a significant cognitive impairment was present to
ensure the inclusion of only those subjects who were
unquestionably impaired. As such, projects like the FHS
counted moderate to severe cases as dementia, which then
led to somewhat lower estimates of prevalence [7].

At the other extreme, investigators like those from the
EBSHP estimated the overall prevalence of dementia to be
10.3%, which was very age-related such that the estimate
was reported to be 47.0% in the �85 year group [22]. A sa-
lient feature of that study was the heavy reliance on objective
cognitive testing to determine the presence of dementia. The
other feature of dementia requiring an accompanying func-
tional impairment was minimized in the EBSHP because
of the difficulty in assessing that element of performance.
The result of this decision was to place a heavy emphasis
on cognitive testing and less emphasis on clinical judgment
or the use of instruments to assess functional impairment.
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This decision led to a broader range of persons being
counted as dementia cases.

The EBSHP prevalence figures were published in 1989,
and, today, the issue of threshold used in that study could
very well relate to the construct of MCI. MCI, particularly
of the type that is considered to be the prodromal stages of
AD, constitutes a memory impairment beyond what one
would expect for age in the setting of relatively preserved
daily function [31]. Therefore, because the EBSHP investi-
gators relied heavily on paragraph recall and discounted
the role of functional impairment, their definition of demen-
tia embraces the essence of what is being presently called as
amnestic MCI. Thus, a difference between the FHS and the
EBSHP was threshold of cognitive impairment set for de-
mentia.

The issue of diagnostic thresholds relates to the con-
structs of sensitivity and specificity. As one moves the
threshold back to lesser degrees of cognitive impairment,
the increased sensitivity will capture larger numbers of per-
sons; however, specificity will be compromised. That is, al-
though many persons with the amnestic form of MCI of
a degenerative origin are likely to be in the early stages of
the AD process, not all will progress to AD [32]. Therefore,
from a prevalence perspective, the numbers are larger, but
they may be overestimates caused by over-inclusion of per-
sons who may not have AD as the underlying pathophysio-
logical substrate. Alternatively, as the threshold is moved
toward a greater degree of cognitive impairment, the accu-
racy of the diagnosis with respect to correlating with under-
lying AD pathophysiology is higher, and consequently,
specificity is high, but it is also likely that some early cases
of true AD may have been missed (sensitivity is low).

Recent efforts are underway to address the problem of
thresholds of cognitive impairment by linking the clinically
milder cases such as those with amnestic MCI with imaging
measures and biomarkers to enhance the specificity that
a given clinical condition represents the underlying patho-
physiology of AD [33–35]. One project directed toward
this goal is the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI), which is a public–private partnership
designed to recruit very mildly impaired subjects and
predict who will progress to the dementia stage of AD
through the use of neuroimaging and fluid biomarkers (in
cerebrospinal fluid, plasma, or serum) [36,37]. This effort
has been underway for approximately 5 years, and
interesting data regarding the enhancement of clinical
specificity through the use of imaging and other biomarkers
have been reported [33]. The initial clinical focus of ADNI
has been amnesticMCI andmore recent iterations of this study
have emphasized milder degrees of memory impairment. A
similar effort inEurope, theDevelopment of ScreeningGuide-
lines and Clinical Criteria for Predementia AD study, is eval-
uating the role of multiple predictors of progression in MCI
[38].

The challenge for epidemiological studies lies in the im-
plementation of these newer neuroimaging and biomarker
techniques on a large scale. These measures tend to be quite
expensive andmay not be available in many epidemiological
settings and, consequently, are often deemed not practical.
However, as will be discussed later in the text, the MCSA
is an attempt to address these issues through a population-
based random sample of nondemented subjects, using
state-of-the-art neuroimaging and biomarker measures in
a subset of subjects to determine how these measures per-
form in the general community setting [39]. Previous epide-
miological studies performed at the Mayo Clinic using the
medical records-linkage system of the Rochester Epidemiol-
ogy Project likely had lower sensitivity at picking up the ear-
lier stages of dementia [40].

Another issue that may influence the estimation of prev-
alence in the community is the underlying definition of AD.
Over the past several decades, AD has been defined as a clin-
ical-pathological entity [41,42]. Although that was
a reasonable definition in the 1980s, this approach is
a source of confusion at present. More recent attempts to
reformulate the constructs propose a clinical spectrum of
cognitive impairment ranging from MCI through dementia
and a corresponding pathophysiological substrate believed
to be responsible for the clinical symptoms. However, the
two spectra are kept separate. Therefore, when one grafts
this approach onto an epidemiological study, one would
discuss the prevalence of the clinical spectrum or the
prevalence of the pathological features of the disorder, and
they may not overlap completely [43–45]. Several studies
have demonstrated the presence of the neuropathological
substrate for AD in the absence of clinical symptoms [45].
Similarly, there are clinical studies of cognitive impairment
consistent with a clinical diagnosis of AD in which the un-
derlying neuropathology was variable [46–48]. More
recent studies using molecular imaging techniques such as
amyloid imaging will shed light on issues concerning the
prevalence or at least the frequency of the amyloid
substrate (abnormal amyloid deposition) in persons with
and without clinical symptoms [49–51]. These studies will
yield an index of the prevalence of the amyloid component
of the pathological substrate of AD, and will shed light on
the value of this pathological feature in predicting the
progression of AD pathology over time.

The MCSA is a population-based study of aging in
Olmsted County, Minnesota. Initially, a random sample of
2000 persons aged 70 to 89 years was recruited [39]. Individ-
uals known to be demented were enumerated and excluded
from the prospective sample of nondemented subjects. The
subjects each received a three-part evaluation as follows:
clinical interview for medical history, family history, symp-
tom onset, and a corresponding interview with an informant;
a cognitive assessment consisting of nine tests in four cogni-
tive domains yielding four domain scores and a composite z-
score characterizing the combination of all four cognitive
domains; and an examination by a physician for medical his-
tory, a mental status examination, and a neurological exam-
ination. The final clinical diagnosis was made by



Fig. 3. The relative proportion of subjects classified as having dementia and

mild cognitive impairment (MCI) in the Mayo Clinic Study of Aging. Panel

A demonstrates the current division between MCI and dementia as deter-

mined by a consensus conference. The composite cognitive z-score is

22.4. Panels B, C, and D demonstrate the relative changes in proportions

of cases with MCI and dementia as the degree of cognitive impairment

moves toward the milder end of the spectrum.

Fig. 4. A hypothetical threshold for differentiating mild cognitive impair-

ment (MCI) from Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Arrow A represents the older

studies of prevalence of AD. ArrowB represents more recent studies but still

characterizing completelydevelopeddementia.ArrowsCandDwould result

from the criteria for AD being moved into the current MCI range (see text).
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a consensus of the three evaluators. On the basis of this as-
sessment, the prevalence figures for cognitively normal,
MCI, and dementia subjects were 75.0%, 14.0%, and
11.0%, respectively [52]. With this diagnostic categorization
as a baseline, the global z-score representing the demarca-
tion between MCI and dementia was 22.4. For demonstrat-
ing the effect of moving the threshold between MCI and
dementia on the prevalence of both conditions, the global
z-score was arbitrarily moved as shown in Fig. 3. When
the z-score was moved from 22.4 to 22.0, the prevalence
of dementia increased to 13.0%. As the threshold was moved
further, the prevalence numbers changed accordingly.
Therefore, this exercise demonstrates the importance of
threshold on the underlying prevalence of dementia. As
one moves toward the inclusion of subjects with lesser de-
grees of cognitive impairment in the dementia spectrum,
the prevalence of MCI decreases, and the prevalence of de-
mentia increases correspondingly.

In summary, the estimate of prevalence of a condition
such as dementia or AD can be complex. Because the diag-
nosis is made on a clinical basis, the implementation of vari-
able sets of criteria can influence the rates. Similarly, in
addition to the specific instruments and measures used, the
thresholds for defining the various conditions can vary.

As is shown in Fig. 4, the threshold for dementia has
moved over the years. The earlier studies characterize AD
in the clearly established range [7]. More recent studies,
such as ADNI, suggest that, by adding imaging and fluid bio-
markers to the clinical diagnosis of MCI, AD can be charac-
terized at an earlier stage. As is shown in Fig. 4, the criteria
for MCI in the original ADNI project, now called “late
MCI,” are marked by the arrow labeled “C.” In the next
phase of ADNI, the “early MCI” stage will be implemented,
and it will result in a movement of the threshold to the arrow
labeled “D” in Fig. 4. The EBSHP may have anticipated
these changes. The value of imaging and other biomarkers
may vary depending on the level of clinical certainty [53].
For example, biomarkers might become particularly impor-
tant at the early MCI stage in making an etiological diagno-
sis of AD.

Finally, as the field moves toward an earlier identification
of persons with dementia and AD, the prevalence estimates
are likely to increase. The construct of MCI, particularly am-
nestic MCI of a presumed degenerative origin, is very likely
to represent the earliest clinical presentation of AD, and con-
sequently, if we move the threshold back to include these
cases, while maintaining the specificity of the outcomes
through biomarkers, the prevalence of dementia and AD
will likely increase accordingly.
5. The evolution of the diagnosis of dementia and AD:
The BLSA experience and a brief historic perspective
since the 1980s

This section is divided into two distinct parts. The first
part focuses on the BLSA, giving a brief description of the
study, including the protocol for the dementia evaluations.
In addition, the incidence results are mentioned and also
characterized in terms of the special nature of the cohort.
The second part is a brief historic perspective—with illustra-
tions drawn from the BAS, the BLSA, and the 901 Study—
on how the diagnosis of dementia and AD has changed over
the last 3 decades. Included are some observations on eval-
uating dementia in individuals of advanced age.
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5.1. The BLSA experience

The BLSA is a multidisciplinary, prospective study of
normal aging conducted by the Intramural Division of the
National Institute on Aging. The study began in 1958 and
was initially limited to men, many of whom were retired
government scientists. In 1978, enrollment of women began.
The cohort consists of volunteers who tend to be well-
educated. There are more men than women (two-thirds vs
one-third), more whites than non-whites (90.0% vs
10.0%), and the age range is broad (21 to.100 years). Every
2 years, BLSA participants visit the center for 2.5 days of
multidisciplinary investigations. The BLSA cohort does
not represent the general aging population because of its eth-
nicity, high education, and volunteer nature.

Between 1985 and 1998, in addition to the usual BLSA
protocol, a standardized neurological examination and NP
testing were performed with the goal of determining preva-
lence and incidence of dementia and AD, and to prospec-
tively examine risk factors for AD. Active participants
aged �65 years received a neurological examination and
NP battery, as described previously [30]. Participants aged
55 to 64 years were screened with the Blessed
Information-Memory-Concentration (IMC) test [54], and
those who made �3 errors (out of a possible 33) also re-
ceived the full neurological examination and NP evaluation.
The cut-point of�3 errors on the Blessed IMC test was con-
servatively chosen to maximize sensitivity at the expense of
specificity. The procedural flow chart is shown in Fig. 5.
Inactive BLSA participants were screened and examined
with the same procedures, generally conducted in their
homes throughout the United States. All screen-positive par-
ticipants and 15% of screen-negative participants received
complete evaluations. All procedures were administered bi-
ennially. In addition to neurological examinations and NP
evaluations, case-detection methods included appropriate
laboratory testing and neuroimaging, informant interviews,
medical record review, and diagnostic consensus confer-
ence. DSM-III-Revised (DSM-III-R) criteria for dementia
[55] and NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for AD [14] were
applied.

During 9264 person-years of follow-up, 155 incident
cases of dementia were identified, which were used to pub-
lish incidence rates [30]. Probable or possible AD accounted
for 74.0% of the dementia cases, followed by vascular/mixed
AD and VaD (10.0%), Parkinson’s disease (7.0%), and other
dementias (9.0%). Figure 6 shows age-specific incidence
rates of AD in the BLSA and three other studies. The
BLSA estimates fall in the middle of the range, higher
than the FHS [6] and lower than the EBSHP [56]. However,
the incidence estimates generated from the BLSA are likely
to seriously underestimate the true incidence rate of AD in
the study, and, even more so, the incidence in the general
population, which is less educated than the BLSA partici-
pants and perhaps has a variety of health conditions that
may increase the risk of dementia. Although poor health
was not an explicit exclusion criterion for the BLSA, the
study was conceived as an investigation of “normal aging.”
Moreover, participants were volunteers and had to be healthy
enough to visit the center for evaluations. Thus, less healthy
participants were more likely to refuse to participate or to
drop out of the study. For the AD incidence and prevalence
estimates, attempts were made to include participants who
had become inactive by performing evaluations at their
homes. However, under-representation of participants with
poor health is likely to result in underestimates of incidence
in the BLSA as well as other similar studies.

During the interval when 155 cases of dementia were
identified, an additional 125 subjects who were classified
as cognitive impairment not dementia (CIND) were found.
As mentioned earlier, the dementia study was superimposed
on the BLSA beginning in 1985 and continuing until 1998,
with the methods described in this study. To maintain study
integrity, procedures were put forth to limit diagnostic drift
and other cohort effects. The NINCDS-ADRDA criteria
had just been published and their application was still new
to researchers. As compared with current practices, a higher
level of cognitive impairment was required to make confi-
dent diagnosis of dementia and AD in 1985.

Incidence rates of dementia and AD in the BLSA are
likely to be underestimates of the true AD incidence rates
in the U.S. population. The conservative BLSA estimates re-
flect a highly educated group of volunteers whowere primar-
ily diagnosed with standards developed in the 1980s when
dementia diagnoses were assigned at more severe levels of
impairment. With the rapid aging of the worldwide popula-
tion, numbers of individuals with dementia and AD will rap-
idly increase and present a growing public health problem.
5.2. A brief historic perspective on evaluating for
dementia and AD since the 1980s

In 1983, Robert Katzman initiated one of the first pro-
spective cohort studies of dementia, the BAS, funded by
the National Institute on Aging and the NINCDS. Over the
next 27 years, significant changes occurred in the diagnosis
of dementia and AD. Dementia is now recognized at consid-
erably milder clinical states, particularly in highly educated
individuals, and the clinical-pathological accuracy has
greatly improved.

In the early 1980s, normal participants were enrolled in
the BAS if they had less than or equal to eight errors on
the Blessed IMC test. Katzman selected the cut-off to be
conservative in identifying a normal population in whom
he could observe the development of dementia. Previous
landmark studies by Blessed et al had identified 12 errors
as a threshold for sufficient cognitive loss to be associated
with amyloid/AD-type pathology [54]. However, the initial
report from the BAS demonstrated that individuals with
five to eight errors on the Blessed IMC test were highly
likely to develop dementia within the next 3 years, compared
with those with fewer errors. It was one of the first
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demonstrations that individuals with memory and other cog-
nitive losses were likely in the “preclinical” stages of AD,
akin to what is now called MCI. Katzman et al noted the im-
portance of this finding because it allowed researchers to
identify high-risk individuals who could then be targeted
for therapeutic and other studies [57]. Many individuals
with five to eight errors on enrollment, who were considered
normal at that time, would no longer be considered “normal
elderly,” but rather to have MCI or even early AD.

Initially an attempt was made to assign AD diagnoses in
demented subjects using recently proposed research diag-
nostic criteria [58]. Of the first 20 participants to develop
dementia likely because of AD, only two participants met
the stringent research diagnostic criteria. Subsequently,
Fig. 6. Age-specific incidence rates of Alzheimer’s disease on a log scale

from four U.S. studies: Framingham, MA; East Boston, MA; Rochester,

MN; and Baltimore, MD. Reproduced with permission from Ref [43].
Katzman provided a draft of the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria,
as yet unpublished. With these criteria, 20 cases of “proba-
ble or possible AD” out of approximately 30 incident cases
of dementia were assigned. Most of the remaining cases
were believed to have been caused primarily by vascular
disease.

Given the experience of the BAS and the highly educated
nature of the BLSA, a cut-off of three errors of the Blessed
IMC was chosen to screen BLSA participants to receive
complete evaluations. Because individuals developing de-
mentia are more likely to become inactive, screening and
evaluation of all inactive individuals were also done. It
was frequently difficult to document cognitive and func-
tional losses of sufficient severity to warrant a diagnosis of
dementia in the highly educated BLSA participants, who
in many cases had been going to the center for years. None-
theless, many of these subjects were believed to be in early
stages of dementia and thus were dubbed “suspects” or sus-
pected dementia. This group, labeled CIND in Fig. 7,
showed performance that was generally midway between
normal and demented subjects. In some cases, it was
a very poor performance, including a MMSE score below
20 and delayed recall scores in the MCI range. Furthermore,
CIND subjects had problems with more cognitive domains
than memory, as seen by the Trails B (executive function)
and Animal Fluency (language) scores that were more sim-
ilar to demented than to normal subjects (Fig. 7). However,
incidence rates of dementia for these CIND participants
were never estimated.

If some or all of the 125 suspected cases were added to the
155 incident cases, it would greatly increase the BLSA inci-
dence estimates. Moreover, additional adjustment upward



Fig. 7. Neuropsychological scores for Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging participants by clinical diagnosis group. Box width varies with sample size. Ab-

breviations: CSR, Cued Selective Reminding; CIND, cognitive impairment not dementia; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.
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would be necessary to generalize beyond this high-education
and high-occupation group to the general population.

Initiated in 2003, the 901 Study has enrolled more than
1500 people aged �90 years in a prospective study of de-
mentia and aging in the “oldest old.” Participants were orig-
inally part of the 1981 Leisure World Cohort Study and
resided in the same community. The sampling frame for
the 901 Study included all individuals from the Leisure
World Cohort Study who were alive and aged �90 years
on January 1, 2003. To determine cognitive status, partici-
pants in the 901 Study received in-person evaluations, in-
cluding a neurological examination, NP battery, medical
history, and informant questionnaires, with evaluations tak-
ing place every 6 months at the participant’s place of resi-
dence or in the research clinic. The age-specific prevalence
[59] and incidence of dementia [60] in the oldest old have
been estimated from this study. The incidence of dementia
was found to continue to increase with age after 90 years
of age, doubling every 5.5 years and reaching approximately
40.0% per year after 100 years of age. There was no differ-
ence in dementia incidence for women and men, but women
live longer in general and probably live longer with demen-
tia, thus, explaining their higher prevalence estimates
[59,60].

The diagnosis of dementia in people aged �90 years has
been challenging. High rates of sensory losses, fatigue, and
medical comorbidities make it difficult to assess cognition,
and normative values on NP tests have not been well-
defined for this age group. Moreover, documentation of
functional losses because of cognitive difficulties can be
problematic in extremely aged individuals who generally
are not working or taking complete responsibility for their
living environment. To manage these challenges, it has
been necessary to modify instruments in various ways,
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including larger stimuli, multimodal presentations, and addi-
tional questions during informant interviews.

The 901 participants have a lower education level and
a mean age that is more than 20 years older than the
BLSA participants. Thus, it would be expected that 901 par-
ticipants would have lower normative scores. However, cog-
nitive scores of normal participants in the 901 Study are
similar to cognitive scores of normal BLSA participants,
suggesting that cognitive impairment is identified at milder
levels of decline in 901 subjects than was required for the
younger BLSA participants between 1985 and 1998.

In the 901 Study [61], as in other studies that examine the
oldest old [62,63], dementia correlated poorly with
traditional neuropathological markers of AD, even in those
with severe dementia. It is hoped that these observations
will lead to improvements in the pathological and clinical
diagnoses of dementia and AD at all ages (see also
Mayeux et al [64] for further discussion of the diagnostic
challenges in epidemiological studies of dementia and AD
in the oldest old).
6. Operationalizing diagnostic criteria in the ADAMS

The ADAMS was designed to provide nationally repre-
sentative data on the antecedents, prevalence, outcomes,
and costs of dementia and CIND, using a unique study-
design based on the nationally representative Health and Re-
tirement Study. The successful outcome of these aims is de-
pendent on the assessment and diagnostic methods used to
determine the diagnoses of dementia and CIND and their
subtypes. Different assessment and diagnostic procedures
may lead to different diagnostic outcomes for individuals
participating in population-based studies of dementia. In
this section, the operationalized diagnostic criteria for AD,
dementia, and CIND used in the ADAMS are described
and information on the validation of the diagnostic proce-
dures is provided.

The ADAMS, which included a sample of 856 individ-
uals aged �71 years from all regions of the country, used
a single standardized assessment and diagnostic protocol
that was modeled on the approach developed by a group of
researchers common to ADAMS and three other epidemio-
logical studies of cognitive aging [65–67]. The clinical
assessment was designed to simulate a clinical evaluation
for cognitive problems, with the exception that laboratory
tests and neuroimaging were not performed as a part of the
ADAMS protocol. However, results from laboratory tests
and neuroimaging were sought from the participants’
personal physicians when relevant to the diagnosis of
cognitive impairment.

The ADAMS in-person evaluation was a 3- to 4-hour
structured assessment conducted in the subject’s residence
by a nurse and NP technician. The following information
about the respondent was collected from a knowledgeable
informant and used as part of the diagnostic process: (1)
a chronological history of cognitive symptoms; (2) medical
history; (3) current medications; (4) current neuropsychiat-
ric symptoms; (5) measures of severity of cognitive and
functional impairment; and (6) family history of memory
problems. The following information was collected from
the subject and used as part of the diagnostic process: (1)
a battery of NP measures (Table 4); (2) a self-report depres-
sion measure; (3) a standardized neurological examination;
(4) a visual acuity measure; and (5) a 7-minute videotaped
segment covering portions of the cognitive status and neuro-
logical examinations. Medical record releases were also
sought to obtain relevant previous neuroimaging and labora-
tory results from the subjects’ physicians.

A Duke University geropsychiatrist, neurologist, neuro-
psychologist, and cognitive neuroscientist reviewed all in-
formation collected during the in-home assessment, and
assigned a preliminary research diagnosis regarding cogni-
tive status. Final diagnoses were assigned by a consensus ex-
pert panel made up of neuropsychologists, neurologists,
geropsychiatrists, and internists. The consensus panel re-
viewed each case and assigned a diagnosis in two stages, first
without medical records and then with medical records.

Diagnoses fell within the three general categories of nor-
mal cognitive function, CIND, and dementia. Within the
CIND and dementia categories, there were several subcate-
gories to denote causes of cognitive impairment (Table 5).
Diagnoses were assigned on the basis of clinical judgment,
but they were anchored by established criteria. The DSM-
III-R [55] and DSM-IV [13] criteria were used for dementia;
the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria were used for AD [14], and
other currently accepted diagnostic criteria were used for
other subtypes of dementia. The DSM criteria and the
NINCDS-ADRDA require evidence of impairment in mem-
ory and at least one other cognitive domain, and significant
functional impairment in daily activities. Information on
functional impairment was obtained from the informant, as
self-report of this information may be of questionable valid-
ity.

The diagnostic criteria for CIND are still evolving, which
has resulted in variability in the definition of mild impairment
across studies. In an effort to use empirically based guidelines
to define a CIND diagnosis, analyses were done before the
start of ADAMS using data from other epidemiological stud-
ies of cognitive aging conducted by some of the same group of
investigators [65,68]. On the basis of these analyses,
operationalized criteria for CIND were developed. To
capture the likely range of etiologies and clinical
presentations of CIND, the condition was defined broadly as
mild cognitive or functional impairment, reported by the
participant or the informant, that did not meet criteria for
dementia, or performance on NP measures that was below
expectation and �1.5 SD below published norms on any
test. The diagnosis of CIND was anchored by this definition,
but the final diagnosis was determined by clinical judgment.
Across the three main diagnostic groups of normal
cognition, CIND, and dementia, there was overlap in
performance on the 16 NP tests. Individuals with a diagnosis



Table 5

ADAMS diagnostic categories

Demented

Alzheimer’s disease

Probable AD

Possible AD

Vascular dementia

Probable vascular dementia

Possible vascular dementia

Subcortical dementias

Parkinson’s disease

Huntington’s disease

Progressive supranuclear palsy

Normal pressure hydrocephalus

Other dementias

Cognitive impairment, not demented

Prodromal Alzheimer’s disease

Mild cognitive impairment

Cognitive impairment secondary to vascular disease

Stroke

Other neurological conditions

Other medical conditions

Depression

Psychiatric disorder

Low baseline intellect/mental retardation/learning disorder

Alcohol abuse (past)

Alcohol abuse (current)

Cognitive impairment, not demented, nonspecific

Normal cognitive function

Normal/noncase

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADAMS, Aging, Demograph-

ics, and Memory Study.

Table 4

ADAMS neuropsychological and other measures*

Neuropsychological measures

CERAD Animal Fluency

CERAD Abbreviated Boston Naming Test

Mini-Mental State Examination

CERAD Word List 3 Trial Learning, Delayed Recall and Recognition

CERADConstructional Praxis Copying, Delayed Recall and Recognition

Trail Making Test Part A and Part B

Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised Logical Memory I (immediate) and

Logical Memory II (delayed)

Benton Visual Retention Test

Controlled Oral Word Association

Symbol Digit Modality Test

Digit Span

Fuld Object Memory Test

Shipley Vocabulary Test (Shipley Institute of Living Scale)

WRAT 3 blue reading test (literacy)

HRS self-respondent cognitive measures (select items from the TICS-m)

Other measures

Clinical and Medical History

Clinical Dementia Rating Scale

Blessed Dementia Scale

Modified Hachinski Ischemic Score

Dementia Severity Rating Scale

Neuropsychiatric Inventory

Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI depression screen)

Memory Impairment Screen

HRS self-report of memory problem questions

Buccal DNA sample for APOE genotyping

Blood pressure measurement

Standardized Neurological Examination

Current prescription medications

Visual acuity

Caregiving questionnaire

Abbreviations: ADAMS, Aging, Demographics, and Memory Study;

APOE, Apolipoprotein E; CERAD, Consortium to Establish a Registry

for Alzheimer’s Disease; CIDI, Composite International Diagnostic Inter-

view; HRS, Health and Retirement Study; TICS, Telephone Interview for

Cognitive Status-modified; WRAT, Wide Range Achievement Test.

* Measures used at the initial ADAMS assessment; there were minor

changes to the protocol used at the follow-up assessments.
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of normal cognition scored at least in the mildly impaired
range or worse (�1.5 SD below published norms) on an
average of 2.2 tests (range of impaired tests: 0–12). The
individuals in the CIND diagnostic group performed in the
mildly impaired or worse range on an average of 7.5 tests
(range of impaired tests: 1–16 tests), whereas individuals
with dementia scored in the impaired range on an average of
13.6 tests (range of impaired tests: 5–16). The overlap
between the diagnostic groups in the number of tests with at
least mildly impaired performance reflects the variation
within each of these groups. It also highlights the limitation
of normative values for interpretation of cognitive tests in
a heterogeneous sample. These findings also point to the
importance of using information on performance of daily
activities, in addition to cognitive testing in the diagnostic
process.

Several lines of evidence were explored to validate the
operationalized diagnostic criteria used in the ADAMS. Us-
ing data from other studies, the clinical diagnosis was com-
pared with the “gold standard” neuropathological diagnosis
for 175 subjects. The neuropathological confirmation of the
clinical diagnosis of AD showed 93.0% sensitivity and
81.0% overall agreement [69]. These findings are compara-
ble with those reported by university-based AD clinics
[48,70].

Data from follow-up assessments conducted in ADAMS
provide validation of the CIND diagnoses. As part of the
ADAMS protocol, a subset of 252 subjects completed a fol-
low-up assessment approximately 18 months after the initial
assessment. The same in-home assessment protocol was
used for both the initial and follow-up assessments. Subjects
were selected to receive a follow-up assessment for one of
the following two reasons: (1) they received an initial diag-
nosis of CIND; or (2) they received an initial diagnosis of
normal or demented, but the consensus panel considered
the data collected at the initial assessment to be ambiguous
and a second assessment providing longitudinal data would
help to clarify the diagnosis. After the follow-up assessment,
the consensus panel reviewed all of the information col-
lected and then assigned a final diagnosis. At the time of
the consensus review of the follow-up assessments, the panel
of experts was blind to the diagnosis assigned after the first
in-home assessment. However, the panel members were able
to examine the clinical and NP data from the initial assess-
ment as part of their deliberation regarding the diagnosis
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for the follow-up assessment. The most prevalent subtype of
CIND was prodromal AD, defined as CIND with a pattern of
clinical symptoms or performance on NP testing suggestive
of prodromal AD and no other medical or neuropsychiatric
conditions present to preclude an eventual diagnosis of
AD. The second most prevalent subtype was CIND related
to medical issues or sensory impairment.

Among individuals with a diagnosis of CIND at baseline
and who completed the follow-up assessment, about 17.0%
(weighted percent) progressed to dementia at the 18-month
follow-up. In the CIND subcategory of prodromal AD,
28.0% (weighted) progressed to dementia in the same pe-
riod, whereas only 9.0% (weighted) of those with CIND be-
cause of medical issues progressed to dementia. In contrast,
only 9.0% of those with prodromal AD died before the
follow-up assessment, but 21.0% of those with CIND due
to medical issues died before follow-up. These differential
rates of outcomes provide support for the ability of the
ADAMS diagnostic methods to identify distinct CIND phe-
notypes with different prognoses. On average, about 20.0%
(weighted) of those with CIND were categorized as cogni-
tively normal at the 18-month follow-up, with the largest
proportion of these being in the CIND group attributable
to medical issues. Given the purported etiology for the cog-
nitive problems in this latter group, it is not surprising that
these individuals are the most likely to die or to return to nor-
mal cognitive status over time. Further validation of the op-
erationalized diagnosis of CIND is provided by the stability
of the diagnosis over time in most individuals. Overall,
64.0% of individuals who were reassessed after 18 months
remained in the CIND group, whereas 54.0% of those in
the prodromal AD group who were reassessed remained in
the CIND diagnostic category. These results provide valida-
tion of the accuracy and stability of the ADAMS CIND di-
agnosis compared with diagnostic approaches for CIND
used in other studies [71].

The ADAMS approach to operationalizing the diagnostic
criteria for AD and CIND results in estimates of prevalence
consistent with most other community-based studies. This
provides some external validation for these procedures.
Given this, one would expect that linkage of data from the
ADAMSwith detailed Health and Retirement Study longitu-
dinal data on health, healthcare utilization, informal care,
and economic resources and behavior should provide robust
estimates of lifetime patient and caregiver costs of dementia
in the population, as well as address other research questions
on dementia and CIND that are best addressed in a popula-
tion-representative sample.

Much of the information discussed in this section was
originally published elsewhere [72].
7. Discussion

The conceptualization and diagnosis of AD are related,
evolving processes, which are separated by a developmental
lag. Current conceptualization of AD is rooted in autopsy
findings of widespread neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary
tangles first described in 1906 by Alois Alzheimer in
a case with early symptom onset, subsequently generalized
to late onset cases in 1968 when Blessed et al observed iden-
tical pathology in elderly persons [54]. For the past century,
few clinical diagnosticians, much less epidemiologists, have
had access to biomarkers (e.g., cerebrospinal fluid levels of
abeta or phospho-tau, amyloid positron emission tomogra-
phy imaging, or quantitative measures of medial temporal
lobe atrophy). In the future, we can imagine novel ap-
proaches to the diagnosis of AD, combining baseline burden
and rate of change in behavioral, structural, molecular, and
functional biomarkers [36–38]. However, currently
available data on the prevalence and incidence of AD
represent hard won investment in cohorts established using
methods developed and implemented over at least the
preceding 2 decades.

In determining prevalence and incidence in a target pop-
ulation, epidemiological studies must develop and imple-
ment methods to: (1) establish a representative study
cohort, (2) ascertain cases for disease prevalence, (3) follow
disease-free subjects to determine incident new cases, and
(4) minimize and manage missing data at all levels. This ar-
ticle focuses on methods used for the operational ascertain-
ment of cases, namely for AD, dementia, and other age-
related cognitive impairment. Many considerations related
to case ascertainment are summarized in Table 3.

The process of ascertaining AD in epidemiological stud-
ies typically represents a two-step process as follows: (1)
Does the case meet a threshold of severity in cognitive or
functional impairment, and (2) What is the etiological cause
of the cognitive impairment? Step 1 is usually standardized
using NP testing. Although the choice of specific tests may
vary, there is general consensus on the most important cog-
nitive domains and the need for appropriate norms. The
choices of specific tests were not identified as major sources
of variance between studies. Table 4 shows examples of NP
tests used in ADAMS (see also Wilson et al [73]). In con-
trast, considerable challenges (not addressed here) could
be anticipated in identifying appropriate NP tests for differ-
ent cultural, ethnic, socioeconomic, and education groups
[64]. Step 2 has depended for the most part on the operation-
alization of the following:(1) NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for
probable or possible AD [14], (2) DSM-III [74], DSM-III-R
[55], or DSM-IV [13] criteria for dementia of the Alzheimer
type, and (3) recently on definitions of MCI-amnestic type
[19,20]. Limited autopsy data are available from some
epidemiological studies to assess the sensitivity and
specificity of etiological diagnoses.

The selection of different cut-offs for severity of cogni-
tive impairment (step 1) was identified as the single most im-
portant factor affecting estimates of prevalence and
incidence of AD. As the cut-point is moved toward less se-
vere impairment, the prevalence of AD will increase—
with potentially fewer false negatives (higher sensitivity),
but potentially more false positives (lower specificity).
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Prevalence refers to the total number of cases in the pop-
ulation at a given time, and reflects the combined effects of
incidence and duration of disease. Studies using more sensi-
tive definitions of cognitive impairment (e.g., EBSHP/
CHAP’s reliance on cognitive testing, without reference to
functional decline) will lead to higher prevalence estimates
of dementia than those using less sensitive cut-offs (e.g.,
FHS initially focused onmoderate to severe dementia). After
adding mild dementia cases in FHS, the prevalence of all
cause dementia almost doubled from 1.1% to 1.9% for per-
sons 75 years old, and increased from 44.4% to 57.4% at age
100 years (Fig. 1). The effects on prevalence resulting from
shifting the threshold between MCI and dementia is illus-
trated in data from the MCSA (Fig. 3) and could be general-
ized to shifting boundaries between MCI and normal aging.
The shift to earlier diagnosis of AD during stages of MCI
(even early MCI) has similar implications. As shown in
MCSA [52] and FHS, inclusion of MCI will significantly in-
crease the prevalence of AD, depending on cut-offs. These
data clearly illustrate major effects on prevalence because
of differences in the threshold of cognitive impairment se-
lected for case ascertainment.

Incidence refers to the number of newly diagnosed cases
during a specified period. Because persons with AD can be
assumed to follow a progressive trajectory, earlier diagnosis
of AD (e.g., including amnestic MCI or pre-MCI) should
shift age-specific incidence rates to earlier ages. In the
FHS, moving the threshold from moderate to mild dementia
increased the 25-year cumulative incidence of dementia (ad-
justed for competing mortality) from 12.2% to 20.9% (Table
2). Subjects in the BLSA were highly educated volunteers,
which could have delayed detection of dementia and shifted
incidence rates to the right. However, the slope of age-
related incident dementia in BLSA is quite similar to those
reported from Framingham, East Boston, and Rochester
(Fig. 6). No differences in dementia incidence are reported
for women and men in the FHS or the 901 Study. However,
women live longer in general and live longer with dementia,
explaining their higher cumulative-incident lifetime risk and
prevalence estimates [59,60].

Step 2 (diagnosis of etiological subtype, namely AD) is
usually based on the application of NINCDS-ADRDA [14]
or DSM criteria [13,55,74] with data from medical history
and clinical examination, often without biomarkers or
imaging studies, and rarely validated against autopsy
diagnoses. Less than satisfactory is the criterion that
a diagnosis of probable AD per NINDS-ADRDA criteria de-
pends on the exclusion of any other disorder that is likely to
cause the dementia syndrome. Thus, the diagnosis of AD de-
pends on vigilance, diligence, and cost of excluding other
possible causes. It is not difficult to exclude common sys-
temic metabolic disorders or symptomatic stroke, but quite
challenging to diagnose other neurodegenerative conditions
(e.g., dementia with Lewy bodies, subclinical vascular dis-
ease, or mixed pathologies). The NINCDS-ADRDA criteria
for possible AD allow for atypical presentations in course or
mixed etiologies. Evans and Wilson (section 3) suggest that
forced choice between AD versus non-AD (without interme-
diate category of possible or mixed), as is often typical in
epidemiological surveys, may lend bias toward diagnosis
of AD. No consideration is given in this article to the com-
parisons of estimates for probable versus possible AD.
Clearly, however, the inclusion of possible AD would lead
to large increases in both prevalence and incidence rates.

In a few studies (not reviewed here), excellent autopsy
rates have been obtained which are as follows: Honolulu-
Asia Aging Study (21%–34%) [75], Religious Orders Study
(ROS; 94%) [47], and Rush Memory and Aging Project
(MAP; 85%) [47]. In Alzheimer Disease Centers memory
clinics, the NINCDS-ADRDA and DSM-III criteria for de-
mentia versus a neuropathological gold standard was found
to be 93% sensitive, but only 55% specific [76]. In one neu-
ropathological study of 175 cases drawn from three epidemi-
ological samples, a lenient clinical diagnosis of AD was
associated with 93.0% sensitivity, but only 19% specificity
[69]. In the combined autopsy series from the ROS and
MAP, of 179 persons with probable AD, 90% had patholog-
ically confirmed AD, but nearly one-half (46%) had mixed
pathologies, which also contributed significantly to risk of
dementia [47]. Comparison of neuropathological diagnoses
showed less severe AD pathology, more cerebral infarcts,
and more mixed pathologies in these two community-based
versus clinical cohorts [77]. In the 901 Study, half of de-
mented autopsy cases proved to have minimal AD pathology
[61]. Thus, recent data from community-based clinical-path-
ological studies indicate a tendency to underestimate the
presence of mixed pathologies in cases clinically diagnosed
with probable AD.

The relationship between MCI and etiological subtype
(step 2) is only briefly touched in this review. Association be-
tween MCI/CIND subtype and rate of progression or conver-
sion to dementia, as described in section 6, may provide some
form of face validity. However, autopsies from epidemiologi-
cal cohorts are needed to validate the correspondence between
MCI subtypes and neuropathological diagnoses. Schneider et
al observed more infarcts in community-based versus clinic-
based samples ofMCI [77].Of 134 personswithMCI, approx-
imately half (54%) had pathologically diagnosed AD (58.7%
amnestic; 49.2% nonamnestic); 19% had mixed pathologies
(22.7% amnestic; 15.3% nonamnestic) [47]. Thus, MCI is
an even more pathologically heterogeneous process, with
mixed pathologies contributing additively to cognitive impair-
ment. As the focus shifts to earlier detection ofADasMCI and
pre-MCI, specific etiological biomarkers are needed.

In summary, this article illustrates considerable awareness
and understanding about the effects exerted by various oper-
ational diagnoses on estimates of prevalence and incidence
rates of MCI/CIND or dementia in, mainly, middle-class
white Americans. The single most important factor affecting
estimates of AD prevalence is the severity of cognitive im-
pairment used for case ascertainment. Fortunately, differ-
ences in severity level have less effect on estimates of
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incidence. Recent neuropathological findings from the ROS
and MAP indicate that a clinical diagnosis of probable AD
is usually associated with AD pathology, either alone or in
combination with other pathologies, whereas a diagnosis of
MCI is evenmore heterogeneous. Incremental progress in ac-
curacy of etiological diagnosis can be anticipatedwith the ad-
dition of molecular and structural biomarkers in the next
generation of epidemiological studies.
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